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08  Is it Wi-Fi 6 or not?
Not all Wi-Fi 6 products are created equal. Richard Swinburne demystifies the spec and certification system.

10  The WHO endorses gaming
But didn’t it also classify ‘gaming disorder’ as a real, diagnosable condition? Tracy King awaits a revision.

20  ARCTIC Freezer 7 returns
Well over a decade ago, ARCTIC’s original Freezer 7 was a big hit, offering a big upgrade from a stock cooler for under £20. Does the latest version still hold up?

28  Ryzen goes mobile
Ryzen has taken the desktop world by storm, but can AMD now truly compete with Intel in the mobile world too? We take a look at Asus’ ROG Zephyrus G14 GA401IV laptop, which features AMD’s new 8-core Ryzen 7 4800HS mobile CPU.

38  Mid-range ATX cases
We put six of the latest PC chassis through their paces, with prices ranging from £90 to £150.

48  Racing wheels
Get the most out of your on-track time by moving from a keyboard to a full-on steering wheel setup. We review four of the latest options.

64  Doom Eternal
We give our verdict on id’s latest first-person demon stomper, and also analyse some of the graphics options.

70  Half-Life: Alyx
It’s finally here! It might not be Half-Life 3, but it’s the first official return to City 17 for over a decade. Rick Lane dons his VR headset and gives his judgement.

72  How to overclock
We show you how to get more performance out of your CPU for free. In our main feature this month, we take you through the theory of overclocking and show you how to overclock the latest Intel and AMD CPUs. We also check in with professional overclocker, 8Pack, about advanced overclocking.

82  Use your PC for COVID-19 research
We catch up with the folks at the Folding@home project to discuss the latest research on the coronavirus pandemic, and how your PC can be a part of it.

88  Remote play
Edward Chester explores some of the options to engage with family and friends in the online gaming world.

94  ZX Spectrum Next
The iconic 1980s home computer, the ZX Spectrum, gets a modern makeover, with 256-colour graphics, 1MB of RAM, Wi-Fi support and a decent keyboard.

102 Delid your CPU
If you have an Intel CPU, particularly an older one, you may well be able to run it much cooler by replacing the thermal paste under the heatspreader. Antony Leather shows you how it’s done.
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